
Glory Hole Spillway 
Repair

WET-MIX SHOTCRETE FOR A MAJOR NORTHEAST HYDRO ENERGY 
SUPPLIER



Harriman Lake, Whiting, Vermont 2



34 Greyhound buses would fit side-by-side 
down the outlet



Wet-mix process shotcrete example
 This morning glory spillway (one of 3 in the world) known as the 

“glory hole” is simply a overflow mechanism (spillway) for an 
earthen-dammed lake in Vermont. It’s critical function 
becomes apparent when one considers the consequences of 
soil erosion of the earthen dam  to being over-topped by high 
water, flooding and destroying downstream homes and 
businesses.

 Severe concrete deterioration caused by freeze-thaw 
damage required the owner to undertake a repair program.

 Knowles Industrial was contracted to perform this work under 
our maintenance agreement with the owner due to the many 
unknowns associated with the required repair effort.

 Safety was a major concern due to the unique methods 
required to access the work.
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Staging / access 5



Removing deteriorated concrete 6



Reinforcement 7



4 Inch shotcrete placement pipe 8



Shotcrete Pump 9



Placement and finishing is similar to 
poured concrete
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Freeze-thaw damaged pier 16



Forms were chosen here due to depth 
of repair and cold temperatures
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Completed phase 1 18



Why wet-mix shotcrete made sense

 Faster- ¼ the time as repair with conventional form and pour
 Many curved surfaces would make forms difficult and expensive
 Completed in half the time as this was a very accelerated schedule
 Crane access was not possible for setting forms and placing 

concrete
 Staging attachments would have disallowed conventional forms
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